
Mr. A. Morris

NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

GHOST FLIGHT STATION 
HAREWOOD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND

March 22, 1966.

M« Chassaud,
Chief of Meteorology Service,
Office of the Meteorological Service,
i.u !-.JT';. ;h i-oly. , ia.

Dear M. Chassaud,

Thank you so much for your hospitality during ray visit to Tahiti, 
on 18 and 19 March,

This letter is to confirm the arrangements which we discussed 
during this visit. Please let me know if you take exception to what 
follows

All those balloons within range will be tracked from Tahiti,
Data will be obtained three times each day. The exact times of data 
gathering are not critical, but an attempt will be made to obtain data 
near 0700, 1200 and 1500 hours local time. After the 1500 hours 
data has been obtained the information on all of the days data will be 
relayed to Christchurch via Nandi on the AIRWAYS fixed telecommunication 
network. The messages will be addressed to "NZCFYM for Lally". The 
code to be used will be a four number group giving the Greenwich time 
in minutes of the observation; a three letter group giving the morse 
code letter of the balloon and a three number group giving the period 
in tenths of seconds for tea transmissions of the morse code letter.
This code will be repeated for the three observations on all balloons 
from which data has been received. when a balloon has been positively 
identified by its morse code letter but it is not possible to provide 
a period for the transmission because of noise or weak signalling or 
inaccurate coding the third group will consist of the numbers "999”,

I trust that our Position Reports will be received in Tahiti each 
day in the future. We are investigating to find why you have not 
received them in the last week

I have sent a stop watch by Air Mail to ycu under separate cover.

Yours sincerely,

Vincent E, Lally, 
Superintendent,

VEL/ndc GHOST Field Station.
cc: Dr.Gabites 
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